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Contributed by Katie WRIGHT

“Is that a curling iron?!”
Echo, from Nanjing, China, stares in fascination as my hair sizzles beneath metal tongs. My new

roommate had been curiously watching my morning hair ritual for about ten minutes before timidly
posing her question.
“Does it hurt? Will it stay for weeks and weeks?” She continues to watch incredulously, and I can’t help
but chuckle. It occurs to me that Echo, a junior at Hong Kong University, has perhaps never seen
someone curl their hair. She peppers me with questions as she combs her pin-straight black locks.
The culture clash of the campus students at the Far East Film Festival went far beyond language and
lms: it reached every aspect of our lives. For two weeks, we lived, worked, studied, and socialized as
colleagues, partners and friends. Our endless conversations between lm screenings covered
American slang, political parties, Italian food, dating, Japanese pop, visas, vacations, and so much more.
The differences, we discovered, were numerous, but the similarities were far greater and more
powerful.
As 8 students from Asia and Europe, we learned to work as a team and enjoy each other’s differences.
Studying cinema all over the world, each one of us had a unique perspective on FEFF 18 and lms from
Japan, China, the Philippines and Thailand, to name just a few. From classic horror genre lms to
political statement pieces, we discovered universal themes in the lms that brought us together.
Sara MERICAN, a college-bound student from Singapore, relished her rst trip to Europe as well as the
chance to interact with other international students.
“The one thing I enjoyed the most about FEFF was the sheer diversity within the Campus program.
I could turn to the girl on my right and compare various forms of state control on national cinema,
or I could turn to the guy on my left and ask him how to pronounce the name of a French lm in
perfect French (Instead of resorting to my usual practice of butchering pronunciations!).”

A n incredible range of different experiences and knowledge gave us all a better insight on lms that
tackled politics, history, mysticism, or even sur ng.
Mar CAMPDEPADROS, a graduate student hailing from Barcelona, Spain, says: “FEFF Campus
was a wonderful approach to the Asian cinema world and a fantastic opportunity to experience
the journalism of cinema.”

The emergence of Asian cinema markets on a global scale is extremely notable and promises even more
growth in the coming years. It is important for us as young journalists to understand this market and its
balance of Hollywood, European cinema roots, and classic Asian lm tradition.
Melissa LEUNG is an undergraduate at Hong Kong University and found value in seeing her
hometown lms abroad. “Especially since FEFF showcases Hong Kong lms, it was interesting to
see how people from western countries make sense of the context of these movies. There are a lot
of the local references and jokes in these lms that I took for granted. Many of these were lost in
translation for the European students. “

With a headlining lm like Ten Years, which tackles the complex political tensions between Hong Kong
and mainland China, the communication between East and West students was crucial.
“As a student, learning is something I treasure,” says Sara. “The Campus provided me a precious learning
experience not just in cinema proper, but also in the various intercultural dialogues surrounding it.”

Outside of the darkened theatre, our Campus found solidarity as students in the dawn of our career,
despite the vastness between us. The real beauty became evident when we, as a team, laughed at the
same lms and found incredible similarities as lm fans, students, or even Italian food lovers.
Sara cites, “indulging in some of the best Italian food around,” as a highlight of her time in Udine. “There
are countless experiences that I now hold as fond memories.”

More contributions from the FEFF Campus journalists:
https://culture360.asef.org/magazine/feff-campus-talks-discussions-french-japanese-cinephiles/
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